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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 39 p2'.24
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION ,82

d', ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD .4~- s

f : S '? !;tj
Before Administrative Judges:

Peter B. Bloch, Chairman
Jerry R. Kline
Hugh C. Paxton

SERVED FEB 191982
WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY Docket Nos. 50-266-OLA

50-301-OL
@ @

S(Point' Beach Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2) February 19 A

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER CS/ 9
(Concerning a Motion to Compel and Other Matters) B UO h

On February 2, 1982, Wisconsin Electric Power Company (appli g't) % g
moved to compel Wisconsin's Environmental Decade (Decade) to respond O |f
fully to its interrogatories of. November 10, 1981. DecadorespondedthbG ei
motion by letter of February 5, 1982.

We also have before us Decade motions to dismiss without prejudice

the portion of the amendment which would relate to the sleeving of tubes in
'

Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 1 and to indefinitely continue the proceeding

pending receipt of information on a January 25, 1982 steam generator tube-

rJpture incident at the Ginna Nuclear Plant and of information about exten-

sive corrosion discovered in the steam generator in TMI Unit 1.

I MOTION-TO COMPEL

This is not the first time we have been called on to act on the -
alleged inadequacy of Decade's response to applicant's November 10 inter-

rogatories. On January 11, 1982, we conducted an on-the-record telephone
'

conference in which we ordered Decade to " fully answer in good faith the

. interrogatories that were submitted by the applicant." Tr. 899. We also
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pointed outithat if Decade f ailed to respond fully and in good f aith "there

could be negative inferences drawn and-[ Decade] might thereby lose' the right

i. to litigate certain issues 'at a hearing." We also specified that Decade

should identify any of Licensee's interrogatories which it was not answering

(Tr.- 897) and that "f ailure to respond to an interrogatory would constitute
;

an admission that Decade had no information responsive to that interroga-

; . tory." Tr. 896-97, 899. .

Now applicant approaches us again for relief. It points out that.

many.of its interrogatories have drawn no response and.that Decade continues

to assert certain limitations on the nature of the review which it has
~

conducted in order to respond to the interrogatories.

Before rulina on these matters, we find it necessary to remind the

parties that this Board has important responsibilities. related to the safety -

and environmental acceptabi.lity of the proposed license amendment. Our

principal concern is to review carefuily and . thoroughly every important.
.

substantive is;ue brought to our attention. Parties can assist us in
|

effectively allocating our time by being responsive to-the spirit and1

intention of Board orders and by avoiding actions which will contribute to

unnecessary procedural squabbles.

In this case,- we take seriously applicant's complaints about Decade's

response to its interrogatories. We remind Decade that adverse -inferences

can be. drawn if we subsequently find that it failed to respond fully and in

good faith, as directed. Language attempting to limit its response to-
,

applicant's interrogatories to anything less than a full, good faith
.

response that complies with each aspect of our on-the-record orders does not

in any way reduce its responsibility to comply fully with the Board's
,

previous order.
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Nonetheless, we find it appropriate to defer ruling on applicant's

motion at this time. Consideration of the entire' procedural context in

which this dispute arises persuades us that we are unable at this time to

determine what preju' dice, if any, has accrued to applicant as a result of

the responses to its interrogatories.

We have already adopted a special procedure that will help to

aneliorate applicant's difficulties. Although the procedure was adopted for

other purposes, its use also will help to remedy applicant's difficulty in

being-fully informed about Decade's case through the discovery process.

We have required Decade to file a Motion Concerning Litigable issues.

Tr. 890-892. This procedure is designed to redress possible difficulties

which applicant may suffer because of another procedure we adopted to re-

solve a problem Decade had. Decade's problem arose from the extraordinary

time pressures with which it was confronted as this proceeding began. The

; proceeding began in August. Applicant planned to institute a. demonstration

program during its Fall outage and a full-scale sleeving program in the

Spring.

The procedure we adopted to assist Decade was the admission of a

broad, generalized contention so that Decade need not move separately for

the admission of issues it uncovered in the course of discovery. Consider-

ing the time pressures, we thought it preferrable to permit broad latitude

for raising new issues. However, a consequence is that applicant is less

well informed than usual about the issues Decade may raise.

We also note that applicant previously demonstrated that several of

Decade's arauments fail to raise a genuine issue of fact. LBP-81-55

(November 5, 1981). Although that showing was made in the context of the

authorization of a limited demonstration program involving the repair of

only six steam generator tubes, many of the arguments had broader,

.
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1mplications. Hence the Board was able to anticipate that applicant would
'

nove for summary disposition, with substantial grounds.

Under these circumstances, we considered it appropriate to shift the

burden of agoing forward (but not the burden of proof) to Decade, which must

file a Motion Concerning _ Litigable Issues, in which it must show the

existence of genuine issues of fact. At that time, it must display all the

evidence it relies on to establish genuine issues of fact. Broad refer.ences

to materials not incorporated in the motion will not be accepted. The

motion must be self-contained, with the exception that arguments which have

been fully explained may be supported by references to materials that are

available to the parties and the Board.

Af ter Decade files its Motion Concerning Litigable Issues, applicant

and staff will respond. Then Decade will reply. Thereafter, the case will

be -decided precisely as it would cn a motion for summary disposition com-

menced by a filing by applicant or staff. The difference is that appli ant

and staff need not anticipate a wide range of possible genuine' issues of

f act as they would in filing a motion for summary disposition. They may

wait to ascertain which issues Decade relies on. (None of the parties has

raised any substantial objections to the use of this procedure.)

. e anticipate that applicant could, even given the applicability ofW

this special procedure, experience some prejudice if Decade has not respond-

ed fully to its interrogatories. This prejudice could occur if applicant is'

knowingly kept ignorant of grounds for a contention. Were we to find that
|-

| to have-occurred, we would view that particular ground in a very dim light

and likely would exclude it from consideration, as applicant will have been,

deprived of a full and fair opportunity to prepare its response. Conse-
,

i quently, we urge Decade to satisfy itself that applicant is kept informed,

on an ongoing basis, of the grounds for Decade's contentions, which have

i
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- been the subject of applicant's interrogatories. We intend this-proceeding

to be governed-by principles of full disclosure and will not permit it to
resemble a game of hide-and-go-seek.

II MOTION TO DISMISS THE APPLICATION IN PART

Recently, applicant has told us that it no' longer plans to repair
~

its Unit 1 during the Spring of 1982 and that it probably will never do,

full-scale sleeving work on _ that unit. Decade has moved to dismiss the

application for an amendment with respect to Unit 1. However, we consider

this motion to be groundless. Applicant seeks a change in the technical

specifications for its power reactors so that it may repair them pursuant to

the changed specifications at a time of its choosing. We see.no reason why

a change in the timing or extent of repairs should affect' applicant's right

to -seek a _ license amendment. Nor has Decade provided us with .any authority

to the contrary. Consequently, Decade's motion is denied.
. -

III MOTION F0P A CONTINUANCE

Decade has requested a continuance of this proceeding so that

additional information will be available concerning a January 25, 1982,

incident at the Ginna Nuclear Plant, concerning steam generator corrosion at

TMI-1,- and concerning other developments that may occur in the technology of-

tube repair.

We consider'this motion not to be ripe. Our existing procedural

order will permit Decade to frame interrogatories in light 'of information

- that_will be contained in the . staff's Safety Evaluation Report, which has
~

not yet been issued. 0rdinarily, this report could be expected to address

safety problems which are related to the Point Beach amendment and we would

expect that any relevant information from Ginna or TMI-l would be re'flected

_
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in the staff's safety analysis. .In addition, we expect official notifica-

tion concerning the Ginna incident because of .its occurrence in a steam

generator with some similarity to Point Beach; and we also would expect

staff to inform us of the possible relevance oof information derived from a

review of the situation at TMI-1.
If Decade subsequently finds, as the discovery period approaches _ a

close, that it needs additional information that will| soon be available",

then it should move at that time for a continuance--indicating what
,

information is being awaited, when it can be expected to be available and

why it is thought to be important to a proper determination in this cast.

Then applicant and staff will respond and the Board will rule on a specific

problem. (In addition, if Decade were to raise serious safety concerns in

) the course of this proceeding and those concerns might be resolved by
f. .

awaiting specific subsequent developments, any party might then request,a
.

continuance.)
Generally, continuances are not favored as we are charged with making

safety determinations with respect to a developing technology. Were we to

mhke a general practice of awaiting technological developments we might

never decide a case, anC we.would not fulfill our Congressicnal mandate toi

decide licensing cases. However,. for specific reasons continuances of

limited duration might be granted.
>

IV NEW CONTENTIONS

Now that we have been informed by applicant that tube sleeving in

Unit I will not take place this Spring, considerable time pressure has been

removed from this proceeding. Consequently, it is no longer appropriate to

admit new contentions freely, under the broad contention admitted by the

We th' refore rule that Dec We may properly raise all matters alreadyBoard. e

.
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submitted on the record of.this proceeding,-pursuant to the liberal policy

we have employed. ' However, as of this date, late contentions will be

admitted only .if they comply with- the criteria for the admission of late

contentions. 10 CFR 2.714(a)(1).

.

0RDER

For all the foregoing reasons and based on consideration of the

entire record in this matter, it is this 19th day of February, 1982,

ORDERED

(1) Wisconsin's Electric Power Company's Motion to Compel is

deferred.for subsequent Board action.

(2) Wisconsin's Environmental Decade's (Decade) Motion to Dismiss

Without Prejudice a Portion of the Amendment is denied.

(3) Decade's Motion for a Continuance is denied without prejudice to

refile at a'more appropriate time.

(4} This is an interlocutory decision end is not subject to appeal.

FOR THE

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

| . .

dter B'WToch, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
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